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Introduction 
 
In this project, we visualized data relating to US power plants across the country. Our               
target users are anyone who are interested in the US power system. Our visualization              
includes two main panels: the US power generation and the state power generation.             
Through this visualization, users could explore the distribution of power plants in the             
US, filter out their interested technology/resources driving the power plants, and see the             
history of US power generation and technology evolvement.  
 
Following is the process we have followed for designing this visualization: 
 

 
Link to our project on Tableau Public is here. 
 
 
Background Research and Data Handling 
 

On October 8, 2018 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) issued the             
“Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5oC.”[1] In that report, the IPCC stresses the              
importance of reducing the carbon footprint of the electricity sector. Specifically, in            
order to achieve the goal of limiting global warming to 1.5oC: “renewables are projected              
to supply 70-85%... of electricity in 2050… while the use of coal … would be reduced to                 
close to 0%.”[2] In order to understand the implications of these changes, it is important               
to understand our current electricity mix, the role that renewables play in supplying             
electricity today, and understand how our electricity infrastructure evolved over time.           
Our visualization aspires to enhance the understanding of viewers by showing them            
how electricity supply evolved in the United States between 1900 and 2018, and how it               
is projected to evolve until 2020. 

 

https://public.tableau.com/profile/corey2219#!/vizhome/HistoryofUSPowerGeneration/USPowerGeneration


The data we used to create this visualization is from the United States Energy              
Information Administration (EIA), a government administration that “collects, analyzes,         
and disseminates independent and impartial energy information to promote         
policymaking, efficient markets, and public understanding of energy.”[3] Specifically we           
used data from EIA form 860, which “collects generator level specific information about             
existing and planned generators.”[4] We downloaded the latest available year, which at             
the time of this report is 2017. 

  

The ZIP file we download contained 10 data files, and one metadata file. For the               
purposes of this visualization, we are primarily concerned with information contained in            
two of the data files. First, the file “2__Plant_Y2017.xlsx” contains information about            
generation plants, including their name, location, and NERC Region. This information           
was combined with data from the file “3_1_Generator_Y2017.xlsx” which contains          
information about generators supplying electricity at the various plants around the           
United States. It is this second file that contains information about the energy source              
(see appendix I), nameplate capacity, operating status (see appendix II), operating year,            
and planned retirement year. File 3_1_Generator_Y2017.xlsx contains three sheets:         
“Operable”, “Proposed”, and “Retired or Canceled”, the data on these three sheets were             
combined and flattened into a single file for the purposes of this visualization.  

  

There were several considerations that had to be made to generate a file that was               
appropriate for our visualization purposes. First, we decided to plot the total nameplate             
capacity of the various generators, instead of summer or winter capacity or the             
nameplate capacity multiplied by the nameplate power factor. This is because we were             
showing information for the full year, best represented by the nameplate capacity, also             
the nameplate power factor was missing approximately 27% of the time, specifically it is              
missing for wind and many solar power facilities. Interpolation of this data would be              
very challenging, and potentially skew the interpretation of the data based on our             
decisions, so we decided to plot nameplate capacity, which was available for all             
generators in our dataset.  

 

For the area and line charts at the bottom of the main page we had to create two                  
calculated fields “Online Capacity” and “Offline Capacity”. Online Capacity is the sum of             
the nameplate capacity brought online since the beginning of time for that technology in              
the year in which the generator was brought online. Offline Capacity is the sum of the                
nameplate capacity retired since the beginning of time for that technology in the year in               



which the generator was brought online. The sum of these two columns gives the total               
nameplate capacity in the year in which that generator was brought online. 

 

Finally, there was one data issue that we encountered. There are three geothermal             
generators located at the Ormesa I plant in California (plant code: 50766), generator IDs              
OE12, OE15, and OE22, which appear to have been brought online in 2007 despite              
having been retired in 2003. According to our understanding of the data this is not               
possible, so these three generators were excluded from our visualization. 

 

Design Process 
 
Ideation 
 
Each member of our group individually decided that some version of a map showing the               
distribution of power plants around the country and their capacity should be the             
centerpiece of our visualization. We used circles of variable size to indicate the location              
of power plants, the area would indicate plant capacity while the color will indicate the               
fuel type (e.g. coal vs hydroelectric). We also each focused on a different secondary              
aspect of the data which we will flush out and use as supporting graphics around the                
centerpiece map.  
 
First, we became interested in the difference in generating capacity between summer            
and winter. We might choose a separate graphic - a line chart - showing the overall                
generating capacity as it shifts through the year, or we might simply reflect the              
difference in capacity in the central map and use a checkbox to toggle between winter               
and summer months. Secondly, we focused on the total capacity and distribution of             
generators throughout the history of the United States. This might be shown with an              
area chart underneath the main map. Finally, we chose to display a close-up of any               
state the user clicked on in a pane on the right hand side of the visualization. This will                  
allow the user to closely inspect the data.  
 
See our ideation sketches in Appendix III. 
 
Low-fidelity Prototype and Guerrilla Usability Testing 
 
Based on the ideation sketches, we have created a low-fidelity prototypes for both 
nation panel and state panel (here we used WA as example): 



National Panel 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



State Panel 

 
 
We conducted usability testing of our low-fidelity prototype with 6 participants from both             
class and outside of class. Our goal is to test if the visualization presents clear and                
easily accessible information related to the U.S. generator and power, gain insights from             
the users, and figure out what is working well and what is not.  

 

We asked users to finish three tasks using the paper prototype:  

● Check the power plants distribution in different years.  
● Check the distribution of certain technology in power source in both nationwide 

and specific state.  



● Find the dominant technology in power source in a certain state.  
 
In summary, we found those key feedback from our users when they interacted with the 
prototype:  
 

● They had a hard time deciphering the meaning of the area chart in the bottom left 
corner of our dashboard. It is too small, and the scale is so large that nearly half 
of the chart is unreadable (1900-1950).  

● They had a hard time to find “select year dialogue” at the bottom which should 
have been highlighted.  

● They want to see additional information in a tooltip when hovering over a specific 
power plant. The requested information was plant name, capacity and location 
(city/county) of the power plant.  

● The national map looked cluttered and hard to decipher. Many power plant 
locations are covered up by other, nearby locations, and how the map appears 
depends strongly on which colors are plotted “on top”. This is especially evident 
on the middle-Atlantic seaboard, where an abundance of small-capacity solar 
power plants covers the entire area and obscured other important power stations.  

● There were too many categories of power plants in the national map, making it 
hard to distinguish between colors.  

● Besides of the overall composition history of US power in capacity, users would 
like to know the history of each technology.  

● Users would like to have a search function to locate target state in state view. 
 

 
Affinity Diagram of Detailed Testing Results 



Based on our usability testing results, we modified our design in such areas:  
 

● We improved the chart by creating a dynamic scale, so that as the user moves               
the year slider further to the left (earlier years), the scale of the chart decreases               
appropriately to make the total generated power visible between those years.  

● We put the year slider in the middle with higher contrast color so that it is more                 
visible to users.  

● We added tooltip when hovering over a specific power plant including information            
as plant name, capacity and location (city/county) of the power plant.  

● We added a chart of “technology history” to show the trend of individual             
technology.  

● We added a search tool to let users find the state they are interested by search                
and filter out the state name.  

 
High-fidelity Prototype 
 
After making our design decisions, we created the high-fidelity prototype on Tableau: 
 
Nation Panel 

 
 
 
 



State Panel 
 

 
 
Problems Encountered  
 

We primarily discovered two types of problems while developing our visualization: 
limitations with Tableau, and usability issues.  

 

First, limitations with Tableau prevented the Technology History pane from displaying           
properly since many states only had a few years of data for some power sources that,                
when selected, no longer displayed the data in a meaningful running sum. In order to               
overcome this issue, we would have had to unnecessarily pad our data source with              
dummy records just to get the Tableau running sum calculation to display correctly. We              
also discovered issues with filter actions in the Tableau dashboards. After making            
selections in one pane to filter the entire dashboard, users were often unaware that they               
needed to return to the original pane where they made their selections to clear the               
highlighting. This made it very difficult to start over with a fresh exploration or back out                
of a dead end. 

 



Other than issues with Tableau, we encountered several problems with usability that            
were corrected by making changes to the layout and design of the visualization. First,              
the initial feedback from users found the national map with dots sized by nameplate              
capacity to be too cluttered and confusing. To mitigate this problem we split the              
visualization into two dashboards for the national and state views respectively. We then             
made all dots on the national map the same size to only communicate the location and                
power source of each generator while leaving the dots on the state detail dashboard              
sized according to nameplate capacity. This change allowed us to keep the nameplate             
capacity information for each generator in the overall visualization while simplifying the            
national map. Making a separate state detail page also enabled us to greatly reduce the               
complexity of our filter actions. In the original design a user clicking on the national map                
would center and zoom the state view map to the state containing the clicked generator.               
This action was difficult to control and created a lot of unnecessary activity on the               
dashboard. Splitting the visualization into two pages allowed us remove this confusing            
behavior and replace it with a simple dropdown to choose the state of interest. A related                
issue was the problem of viewing the contribution of small contributor power sources in              
the Composition History pane since the stacked volume chart has an axis scaled to the               
cumulative generating capacity of the entire nation. We corrected this problem by            
adding in the Technology History pane to display the selected power source on its own               
so the user can view the trend over time on an appropriate axis. This component is                
especially valuable for viewing power sources with a smaller overall share of generating             
capacity that would otherwise be lost in the Composition History stacked volume chart.  

 

A final problem we discovered was that users were unaware that they could control the               
year of emphasis. In order to highlight this functionality we moved the year slider to a                
more prominent position right below the map and shaded it darker for emphasis. We              
also added reference lines to the Composition History and Power Source History charts             
that dynamically show the year selected. All these changes greatly improved the visual             
appearance and usability of our visualization. 

 

Insights and breakthroughs 

During our time working on this project we discovered several insights about the US              
power grid and the distribution of power plants around the country and through time.              
Firstly, all power produced in the United States between 1900 and 1914 was produced              
by hydroelectric dams. This was surprising to us because steam power was clearly in              
use at the time and the first power plant ever constructed in the United States was the                 
Pearl Street Station in Manhattan which was a coal fired power plant. However the              



station burned down in 1890, explaining why it does not show up on our visualization.[5]                
It wasn’t until 1956 when coal finally overtook hydroelectric generation as the            
predominant source of electricity in the United States. Coal remained the predominant            
source of energy for electrical generation until 2002, when natural gas overtook coal as              
the predominant source of electricity in the United States.  

 

 

 

In 2000 and 2010 wind and solar began to ramp up production respectively. Wind              
turbines are concentrated in the midwest, especially just East of the Rocky Mountains.             
This correlates well with a map of wind speed at 80-meters, suggesting that the              
placement of wind generation is largely dictated by weather patterns as opposed to             
local ordinances.[6] In contrast, solar power plants are concentrated within state           
boundaries. Especially Massachusetts, New Jersey, North Carolina and California.         
These observations suggest that the placement of solar power plants have more to do              
with local ordinances than with weather conditions. 

 

Evaluation 

Overall, the visualization allows for both high-level overview of energy trends as well as              
detail information in single power plants. We created the navigation by following the             
widely cited visual information-seeking mantra: “Overview first, zoom and filter, then           



details-on-demand.”[7], as users can have a big picture of power generation in the US              
using the US dashboard and then explore more details in the state dashboard.  

 

Our visualization meets our goal and help to answer users’ questions related to the US               
power generation. The design is visually appealing and easy to understand. The map             
provides an intuitionistic way to understand how power plants are distributed across the             
US, and the year selection slider allows user to view the US and state power               
information on a per year basis. Through the “composition history” and “technology            
history” dashboards, users can view the trend of increasing power generation in the US              
easily, and also find interesting patterns of each technology. Using lines and areas to              
encode the yearly capacity of power plants in gigawatts is appropriate to reveal the              
trend. Users can make clear comparison between different technology to see the trend             
that clean energy has gradually taken place of traditional fossil fuel. We used size and               
color of circles to encode the power plant’ capacity (in state view) and technology it               
applies. We chose the natural color to represent each technology, for example, solar by              
yellow, biomass by green and coal by brown to make it more intuitive to users’               
congination. The interaction with the slide bar in the middle is intuitive as by selecting a                
certain year, users will be able to see all the dashboard changing accordingly, making it               
easier to see the trends and reduce the cognitive efforts of the users. The composition               
chart in the right corner helps to highlight the most predominant technology in each year               
by descending order of composition percentage [8].  

 

Using the tooltip by hovering to show each plant’s information not only give more details               
to users, but also avoid cluttered information in the map and keep the visualization nice               
and clean.[9]In the visualization, we have not include Alaska and Hawaii data because             
we want to keep focused on the mainland of the US rather than zooming out too much                 
in the map.  
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APPENDIX  

Appendix I - Conversion table for technology listed in file 3_1_Generator_Y2017 to 
technology as shown in our visualization. 

Technology Listed in Generator File Energy Source in Visualization 

Conventional Hydroelectric Hydroelectric 

Natural Gas Steam Turbine Natural Gas 

Natural Gas Fired Combined Cycle Natural Gas 

Natural Gas Internal Combustion Engine Natural Gas 

Natural Gas Fired Combustion Cycle Natural Gas 

Natural Gas with Compressed Air Storage Natural Gas 

Other Natural Gas Natural Gas 

Conventional Steam Coal Coal 

Coal Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle Coal 

Solar Thermal without Energy Storage Solar 

Solar Thermal with Energy Storage Solar 

Solar Photovoltaic Solar 

Onshore Wind Turbine Wind Turbine 

Offshore Wind Turbine Wind Turbine 

Other Waste Biomass Biomass 

Wood/Wood Waste Biomass Biomass 



Municipal Solid Waste Biomass 

Nuclear Nuclear 

Landfill Gas Landfill Gas 

Petroleum Coke Petroleum Coke 

Geothermal Geothermal 

Petroleum Liquids Oil 

All Other Other 

Other Gases Other 

Batteries EXCLUDED 

Flywheels EXCLUDED 

Hydroelectric Pumped Storage EXCLUDED 

 

 

Appendix II - Status Codes for Generators in file 3_1_Generator_Y2017 and whether 
or not they are included in the visualization. 

 

Status 
Code 

Description Included/Excluded in 
Visualization 

CN Cancelled Excluded 

CO Under Construction Included 

OP Operating Included 



OS Out of Service Included 

OZ Operated during Ozone 
Season 

Included 

PL Planned Included 

RE Retired Included 

SB Standby Included 

SC Cold Standby Included 

TS Operating under Test 
Conditions 

Included 

P Planned Included 

L Regulatory Approvals 
Pending 

Included 

T Regulatory Approvals 
Received 

Included 

U Under Construction Included 

V Under Construction Included 

OT Other Excluded 

 

 

Appendix III - Ideation Sketches 



 
 



 
 



 
 


